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            ISSA 2007 Contest Sanction Application Rev 2.0 

Name, phone, email of contest organizer: 

Marion Karr karr.mobile@execquest.com 704 871 1036 

Date of Contest: Title of Contest: 

Oct 31, Nov 1-2, 2008 4
th
 Annual Downhillbillies Dixie Cup 

Location of Contest: Number and type of events at this contest (hybrid, tight, etc): 

Statesville and Winston-Salem, 
NC 

3 events: Friday Night Outlaw Hybrid (non-counting toward overall); 

Saturday’s Pumpcone Fest (Dual Lane Hybrid/Tight) 

Sunday Hobbie Park Hoedown (Single Lane G/S) 

 

Sanction status desired (Basic, 
Prime, Main, Major, Worlds) 

Classes of competitors: 
(Pro/Am, Open, Jr, Women, 
etc) 

# Of runs per competitor, 
qualification method, 
bracketing method: 

Main Pro, Am (A,B,C) Jr, Women Outlaw 2-4 runs depending on 
time. ; Pumpcone Dual Lane 
Elimination bracket >16 Pro field, 
A,B,C Am brackets  

Permits, insurance, arrangements for road closures, etc: 

ASSA Insurance,  City of Statesville permits, Permission from Winston-Salem Parks and Rec 

Prizes and value of prizes to be awarded: 

Limited swag , Cash prize Pro between $500 and $1000 purse, Trophies (Jugs) 

Venue description (surface, pitch, length, cone distance, etc).  Please describe the hill and course 
as completely as possible: 

Plans as of now are to use the same facilities in previous Dixie Cups but we are potentially going to be 
made available other venues. 

Venue attractions (local attractions for non-skaters): 

5
th
 Annual Statesville Pumpkin Festival (massive fall festival..very family friendly) 

Press Coverage: 

Concrete Wave, NCDSA, Silverfishlongboarding, Juice, Local TV and Radio 

Competitor amenities (lodging, meals, gifts, etc): 

Reduced Rates at Best Western Hotel,  Saturday Night BBQ Party 

Race Equipment (ramps, timing, displays, safety gear, etc.): 

Ricky Byrd Style Ramps, Trakmate, Racer Interface Table with Display, road barriers, closures, etc. 

Race Personnel (experience, training, etc)    Please include Contest Organizer and contact info: 

The Downhillbillies have hosted multiple races including the World Championships.  Race Director role to 
be shared by Evan St. Clair, Darren Holt, and Marion Karr  

Spectators (expected number, other attractions for spectators, provision for, etc.) 

Saturday potential reaches over 3000.   

Rules:  Describe any exceptions to the ISSA rules, clarification of rules, equipment allowed or 
restricted (e.g. 6-wheels), competitors allowed or restricted, and any other special rules that 

will apply to this contest. 

Race to follow current ISSA rulings with the exceptions of slight differences in ramp to first cone spacing 
due to pitch of road in Hybrid) 
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Contest Description: 
Replace this text with a description of this contest.  Try to describe why this contest deserves the desired 
sanction status.  This could include past event history, sponsorships, organization, community support, 
etc. 

Race Event #1 description: 
Replace this text with a description of Event #1 in this contest.  Create a section for each event in this 
contest.  Be as clear as possible in describing the race event to the competitors so they know what to 
expect. 

 


